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Foreword

How can an effective community relations program benefit the
school? How, in fact, can the school administrator identify the school
community? Andonce identifiedwhat is the most effective method
of communication with that community?

In providing answers for these and other related questions, authors
Robert Byrne and Edward Powell have relied on first-hand experience.
As a result, this publication contains a wealth of practicable infortna-
non for every principal Whether the reader it. a beginning adminis-
trator or one with significant experience the suggestionS are on target.

We commend them to your full and serious consideration

1

Owen B Kiernan
Executive Secretary
National Association of

Secondary Scaool Principals

4
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Planning the Effort

When a man assumes a public trust, he should consider himself as pub-
11, property

Thomas Jefferson

It is perhaps unfortunate that terms such as -community rela-
tions,- interaction,- and "interf,ice- have been added to that large,
amorphous vocabulary that is loosely labeled "educationese." Ed-
ucationese is a familiar demon to those of us in public education who
have encountered glib leaders who substitute mind-boggling termi-
nology for solid, workable ideas Simply stated, it is Iu son, a type of
lingo just sophisticated enough to pass tlirough and beyond the well-
intentioned objections of those most closely associated with teaching.

Educitionese is used nowhere more often than in the field of
school-community relations Every school administrator has heard
the term, and many have hatched their own vague "'affirmative action
plans,' adding more musty pages to the seldom-consulted tomes of
administrative policy and procedure Despite the fanfare, school-
community relations for many parents has been limited to that s eel -

tering June afternoon when they were forced to mass uncomforta,,ly
on a football field while a reluctant principal directed the stanuard
commencement exercises in competition with the static of an aging
microphone and horns from an adjacent highway.

In the 1,470, 'public relations has become a watchword for the
successful school administrator But in too many school districts,

PR is a substitute for rather than a supplement to a productive
program of community interaction Public school salesmanship is,
unbar. ply, a necessity in a society that has made a fad of debunking
its own institutions

The astute school administrator is normally quick to realise that,
in the final analysis he is his own best advocate Obviously, as a
leader in-the school, he is familiar with the school s accomplistimynts,-
but more importantly, even the most glittering successes will go un-
heralded if they are not enthusiastically explained for parents and the
pre,o,



However, it is the one-sidedness of many modern public relations
efforts that can spell their own doom Too many interested observers
of the public education scene have for too long been hoodwinked by
an endless stream of success stories that have belled the reality of
struggle, conflict, and failure in the schools: Honesty, candor, and
plain talk rather than the convoluted language of quasi-profession-
als are the key aspects of long-term success in the public relations
program One side of the story is not enough. "Tell them the truth,"
stated one official, "first, because it is right and second, because
they'll find out anyway

Essentials of a Sound Communications Program
There is no way to .effectively prepare a -cookbook- on human

relations, we can t stir some ingredients in a pot and come up with a
batch of congeniality The human factor to human relations is just
too elusive and unpredic table for the simplistic methods of the tech-
nocrat Nevertheless, the rudiments of a sound community relations
program can he delineated and discussed It should he emphasized,
however that the essentials of the program do not guarantee success
they are merely the elements without which success can never he
ac lueved

Coinmunity relations involves a planned effort

Interaction with the public is going to occur whether or not school
administrators approve of it or care about it The administrator's
task is to predict the direction of this interaction, possibly chart its
course, and ensure that it has a salutary effect on the school system
Th current communications procedure within the system must be
Lila nosed before the overall strategy for chanv can he developed.

ommunity relations involves common sense, but hopefully it is
m ch more than that The time for community relations planning is
no wlignthe dissidents are hammering on the principal's door The
community relations plan must he formulated using recognizable
goals that are suitably individualized for each school district Re-
sponsibilities must he defined, implementation of the plan must he
enerseta not halt-hearted and passive, the plan must he evaluated
objectively and changed as necessary.

C omniunzty relations involves everyone in the educational system

The community relations program cannot begin and end with the
ambitious guidance counselor or assistant principal who concocts
patchwork information programs in relative isolation from the re-
mainder of the school population Of course, ambitious and enthu-
siastic professionals can he important contributors to he plan and
ihe_program but their efforts must he integrated with the district an
for communications

The degree of staff involvement can he expected to vary There are
some individuals who are simply uncomfortable in the presence of



any kind of organizational hange. However, everyone should be in-
volved. according to his interests and talents and no one should be
uninvolved or uninformed.

Community relations includes involvement as well as information.

It there was ever a truism in school public relations, it is that cit-
izens know less Aout their schools than educators think they do.
What little they do know is derived mainly from their own children.

Although Some degree of salesmanship is necessary in the public
school, it must include more than "sales tal.k- and go beyond a rec-
itation of management accomplishments. Sharing in_ school infor-
mation is a prelude to a deeperIgLality of involvement "'Interaction"
implies an action" role for the community in problem solving, data
gathering, and the decision-making process Involvement, rather than
information, is the key to development of good school-community
relations

The community relations program ?mist !support innovation and
creativity

The encouragement of creativity will usually result in diversity and
challenges to tradition and conformity Occasionally, these challenges
will he inconvenient to the pursuit of other goals. The administrator
ind his staff cannot afford to disdain well-intentioned, thoughtful
cr,ocism of existing policies and procedures. Indeed, sensitivity to
«immunity input necessitates careful consideration of ideas and a
change of plan when necessary

When discussing the -self-renewing" organization, John W
Cardner state,: that "m.ri cannot be prisoners of procedures."' An
innovative orgar ation needs structures for self-criticism. Singular
reliance on the dictates and whims of management will ensure failure
for any organization A 4( hool'administrator is no more vulnerable
than when he is sheltered by wen-meaning but spineless subordin nes
who hang on the chief s words and avoid the risk of their own
recummendations

The community relations program must be accompanied by a com-
mitment of tune, resources, and personnel.

As do the suggestion boxes that are never emptied, tall-order mis-
sions that are short on the methods and means of accomplishment
endanger staff morale Leadership in community relations may or may
not be synonymous with leadership in other spheres of school man-
agement Leadership ability among teachers and parents may sur-
face, and should be nurtured Communication consultants can be
drafted from other districts or from universities In any event, the
administrator must ensure that the right personnel are directing the
communications effort

sufficient time to accomplish the necessary tasks is es-
sential ',Litt cannot be eveLted to meet on their own time or to leave

r.4
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classrooms and schools unsupervised The community relations ob-
' jectives must be served by adequate resources, and time and person-

`, nel are critical among them

The community relations program must provide for appropriate oval-
' uation procedures

Feedback should he sought at each step in the community relations
process Lduc.tors and parents should Continuously examine their
progress and take stock of their actions in view of their objectives.
Surveys may be a good source of feedback, and can indicate direc-
tions for c hange

The community relations program must reach the community power
structure

Neither the community nor its school system' escapes political re-
alities What has beeniermed the community -power puz7le' must be
clearly understood' by the administrator and his staff. A power struc-
ture, both formal and informal, exists within every community The
various nienibers of this power structure usually have fairly well-
tormed notions of what they feel the public school should be, and 'will
exert conflicting demands upon the school system

Understanding the community power structure does not imply that
school policy should he conditioned to act ord with community 41c-
tions Schools exist: to serve children equally, despite their parents'
bat kground' or inclinations to speak up at the school board meeting.
Nevertheless, the power strut ture usually holds the key to issues and
problems for which community relations must account

Obstacles to Effective Community Relations
In view of the almost compelling need for school community in-

teractions, one wonders why more concerted, positive action has not
been taken Some common reasons follow

Reluctance among administrators.

Despite broad education in psychology, curriculum, and social sci-
ence the typical school administrator s background is largely in the
realm of research and theory Rarely do graduate courses provide for
practical application Only recently have graduate schools instituted
admaustiative internships, and even now they are not required for
administrative certification in many states The wide spectrum of in-
terpersonal skills ranging from public speaking to group dynamics
is often completely excluded from graduate education programs, even
at the doctoral level Consequently, a young professional administra-
tor is forted to learn by doing in new and high-pressure environ-
ment

The neophyte administrator soon learns that life in the trenches
is fraught with difficulties The overwhelming demands of staff, stu-
dents an,C curriculum often combine to make the administrator a



reactive rather than a proac tive agent in the organizational hierarchy.
Add to this a host of weekly unanticipated calamities such as a riot
in the cafeteria, an unexpected staff resignation, or a custodians' job
action and there is precious little time to interact with one's own
spouse, let alone the community at large School administration in
the 70,, has placed ever-increasing respomibilities on educational
leaders

A deeper and more serious obstacle to risking an active program of
community interaction among administrative personnel is -failure
shock,, the belief that -it anything can go wrong, it will.- This con-
dition is intensified by the plethora of trained administrators, the un-
wavering demand for excellence in middle management, and the fierce
determination to survive when real achievement is either unattainable
or umaeasurable Administrators, committed to the avoidance of er-
rors, often miss their chance for success At the extreme, all admin-
istrative decisions are considered in terms of how failure might he
penalized and how it can be explained away once it occur-,

adore shuck symptoms partially explain fhe cautious approach
to community interaction endeavors On a more critical level, they
explain a good deal of the inertia that has existed in public schools
oLer the past two decades

Resistance irz the teat lung staff

Although many teachers will welcome an administrator's effort to
embark on a community relations program. there will almost always
exist a hard Lore of detractors who will oppose any kind of organiza-
tionai change The varied sources of this resistance have been the
subject of considerable speculation on the part of social science the-
orists On one level the reason may involve an implied or direct threat
to lob, status, or vested interests and security of individuals accus-
tomed to a predu table organizational climate The reason also may
be an honest conviction that the change is wrong, or a lack oC con-
fidence in the person or persons who are initiating the change

In situations where administrator-staff relationships are strained
over other matters, the condition is far more difficult Goodwin Wat-
son drscribed the elusion of staff impotence as a we-they.' attitude '

In the mind, of a cowed staff, all problems are attributable to that
vague undefined -authority tigure known as "them. -They- got us
into this mess and ;kV c an devise a way out Feeling trapped and
helpless the staff will assume no responsibility and very little ini-
tiatiLe

N;atson oilers suggestions for reducing the inevitable resistance
The picnic( t stiould clearly have the enthusiastic support of top man
,ic;i ment otht tals, it should otter a new and interesting experience
is shoat threatening autonomy and sec urity in any manner, the staff

I ....,1,11 0 11'. 11 t 1. -,,o,1111 ;1./11,,t ,I,httigtout ( I\ I i In
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shocild see the prow( t as a product Of its own efforts, and m the long

run it should be viewed as redut mg rather than increasing present
burdens The orgamiational aim of the administrator is a type of
change readiness that necessitates broad staff mvolvemept and an

author-Lied strut Lure for the resisters to express their opinions

Criticism from the sot :al milieu

In any community there are an astounding number of self-made
Li-int, who do not hesitate to express considerable disagreement as 'to
what children should learn and even why and how they should learn

A budding school-community relations program soon finds itself
needing public cooperation on the one hand and facing inevitable
conflict on the other Vhen not handled with cautious diplomacy,
the program tan treats more problems than it solves

Community Relations and Sound
Educational Management

Mut h ha* been written regarding community expectations of the
public school Schools, in turn, have made considerable demands
upon a relatively uninformed society for financial, moral, and in some
rases volUnteer support It schools are really -public,- then the pub-
lic has a stake not only in their current achievement, but in their fu-
ture development as well

the development of an effective community relat ons program
should he viewed as nothing less than sound and es ential educa-

tional management Community relations is the scho I administra-
tor s medium for the expression of critical educational eeds It is an
opportunity for Lace -to -face contact with an often conc ',lied but sig-
nificant part of his clientele It is a source for new idea and the best

chance for furthering the growth and development oil a vital social
institution

In his often-cited proposition for educational transition, Daniel
Griffiths stated that the degree and duration of change is directly
proportional to the intensity of the stimulus from the supra system
Ile indicates that solid educational transition will occur only when
the system is willing to stray beyond its own boundaries!.

Active community interaction programs are tisk), business Inter -

action involves change,. and change brings on conflict Leaders are

warx of conht is because in a conflict situation, the needs of one in-
dividual are sometimes realired at the expense of another However,
community interaction is worth the risk In fact, it is not a question
of whether the system can afford expensive public communication.
Ina time Of stress and dec. 0,i1)11, it is more a question of when and

how the tommunit ation effort 1 an he initiated

Rtnici Admint,trattt, Ihcittry and ( flange In (_)rgartitation In Or
.41141 11140:arl d I rcti Carnal dri,1 I Itotihr. Lwrgit,Innt
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Preparing the Staff
and the Students

Lord, retorrit thy world, beginning with me
Prayer of a Chinese Christian, quoted by President Franklin D

Roosevelt in a press conference, Deceirtber 17, 1941

Many administrators are hampered in staff and st dent commu-
nication by a lack of awareness, by a lack of communications for-
mat or plan, and by a tendency to- get tied down with details and
routines Staff cooperation is essential to the community commu-
nications effort Without such cooperation, the administrator's "over-
tures to the public will appear to be one-sided and superficial, rather
than part of an organized system. In short, the school must have
solid and healthy internal communications if community relations ob-
jectives are to be achieved

Behavioral and administrative science literature is replete with ex-
periments and studies dealing with "climate- in social organizations.
For our purpose, organizational climate is defined as the quality of
the relationship between superior and subordinate Organizational
climate will he positive when the staff members feel tire and when
they recognize a genuine interest in their welfare. 1 nere is a general
feeling that their actions will be considered objectively and impartially
and that in any given instance, they will "get a fair break Admin-
istrative initiatives that contribute to a positive organizational climate
include a l um p fete and continuous information program and a corn-
mitment to involve staff in the important issues, decisions, and prob-
lems that confront the school or school district

Informing the Staff

Personal t ormnunication

Undoubtedly, the administrator's most effective method in com-
municating with teachers is through personal contact. Unfortunately,

ii 7



tins time consuming method is the least efficient Although perso
contac t should be sought whenever possible, other cornmuni,
Media will often have to be utilized

Nternos and bulletins

In most schools, memo, and bulletins are used too often The more-
often they are issued, the less impact they are likely to have. A gener-
al staff information bulletin, published weekly, is preferable to an
avalanche of memos from adminiqtreors, counselors, and instruc-
tional supervisors The memo 1, best suited for information that can't
wait for a meeting or the weekly bulletin

Fa, u ill/ liaison committee

In larger ,c hook and sc hold ch,tricts, the liaison committee can be
a crucial structure for ;intormation dissemination Its use provides
the advantage, of personal contact and economy of time More im-
portantly, because it is outside the organizational hierarchy, the
liaison group l an be a powerful and persuasive force

Oven door po/it y

Teacher, should be provided immediate assistance and advice when
required Advice anti assistance should be available from any ad-
ministrator to whom the teacher due, t, his problem Firsthand coun-
seling underscores individual security and demonstrates that direct
and personal consideration is available despite the structure and we
of the school

Open door policies run the re,k ot breeding ,u,pic on among lower-
level supervisors who may feel they are being bypassed Therefore,
conference, must he conducted diplomatically As a general rule, the
open door poll& v should not he used for leverage against other ad-
ministrator, or a teacher s colleague, No one in the ,y,tem is suit-
ably served by gossip and reprisals

Auxiliary personnel

Au diary personnel have a marked influence on students and
then. parent, In this category e, the bus driver, whose dady contact
with students 1, almost as extensive as a teacher s, the school custo-
dian who consistently interac is with students in c la,,,roorw, and in
the hallway, both during and after school, and the school secretary,
who 1, constantly arranging student appointments, planning meet-
ing,, and conversing with parents on the telephone

Although custodians do not have the same information needs as
teachers there may be aspect, of A.11001 policy that should reach
custodians and all other school employee., It may very well he a cus-
todian s or secretary s good judgment or blunder that atteck the
attitudes of a student and his parents

S
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Building Staff Involvement
making is ot ten mr understood ac an abdica.lon

of adnumstratiie authority There is an understandable and palpable
tear that sharing responsibility will frustrate the de( iston-mAko's
mak hmery and make au. system vulnerable to the fringe thinks.
it the mote ,,xial and extreme elements of the tat ultv

1% hat is missed in the general k (infusion on this matter Is that the
ision making prok. es- inolyes elements other tlik n the mere ren-

dering ot thk Jet tsion And in many respects, 0.0blem identlfit anon,
the genera:1km and selek tion of altrratves, and the predit tion of
,,insequen, es 'are more khallenging and time konsuming :run the
dispensing ot dek isions onke tht groundwork has been ,ompleted

°,t4tt tah.crt/t-flt' tormatton and &Liston making has
adt antages that outweigh the risks

'L,tat t rn, an provide input that is redo!!! and prat ma.
and ot ten skigitest idea, that may he overlooked by higher level
management
'iitatt moral, ma iniproi., as iliat oliginati with the tail
ark translated into t

polio so

',het ink oh. tin, fit strengthen the organisational strut .ure.
and thereby fttart . euits ,`oh, and prat tit more pt tit t

I1,, i=t lianist1 for iti.01% state t4. 'he works:.op sir
orntnit!., half's rs an rel., upon their own ex
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40,0n Nn t to.t. tree tit the .tat vi.orkshop would br. the de-

t: 141/111k .1 id,an tilt OriltniinfiA to !anon, and illtt fat hon.. rtaili
is and a.minnistiatots ,ollabotati. on role detinitions protram

, to., - rl! 0! .flvokr nit nt and perhaps some innmatixe irn-
ti

otti stim,t1, it is ;tit, Yolk, it 71110.11 Ort.iut tell k on
i'i nth, kk ,tt ,otnnittn."', r(latt%tn, o.oti...-114)11 ate listed below
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.,f ri s
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.-,haring effective ways ofitrrpr..oyjng classroom technique, sug-
gsting resource, for purchase
Working with state and national association, to plan for teach-
er attendance and partnapation at (onterences. suggesting stand-
ard of financial remuneration
R(ommending and assessing evtracurnculat attivities

The specific composition of the workshops is less critical than the
common ground that exists throughout their structure administra-
tor, and teat hers working together toward common goals and the in-
terdepend o v of both group, Enthusiasm and motivation to con-
tmu tie committee, will be self- sustaining a, long as«immittee rec-
immil.ndation, an tonsidered and adopted

Involving the Students
In ono of his MOLL' delighttul observation, upon adolescence, Mark

I wain stated hen I was a buy of fourteen, my father was so ag-
noranr I could hardly stand to have the old man around But when
I was twcntv one I was a,tarushed at Isow much the old fellow had
learned in seven years

There art tilL1`4' of c ormm alive leaning who state with conviction
and not a little hit of sense that student, come to school to learn
Notwithstanding the urging of traditionalist colleagues (and the sug-
gestion of author f wain) students both desire and deserve a voice
in planning and ',jiving the edut anon that will have an overwhelm-
ing cite, t on the dirc..tion and pattern of their byes

Ummistrators who demur at the suggestion of faculty involve-
ment in educational decision making are likely to shudder at the pros-
pects of -tudent participation Nev-erthele.,,, the rationale with re-

t to tornmuf tv relations is similar The aims of the communica-
tion- prognmi require student understanding and student support

Formal structure, for tommunication with the student body have
e(i,ted for many year, in the secondary school However, the reliance
upon these strut tures for anvtlung other than student opinions has
;.hilt existed Again, the important factor is not the structure but the
quality of the interaction between administrators and students and
the consideration of student idcas in reviewing and revising policy
Hen are some suggestions for improving student involvement

A student curriculum ,ouncil I he council meets on a recurring
basis tperhap, every two week,) to review matters pertaining to
insult, lion and t um. alum Students discus, the relevance of in-
strut tion suggest curricular trends and perhaps cury,ev the -tu
dent population for ideas for tunny course development
\ student st hooi managenTnt ,oumil This group advises the

administration on all tact ts of school opteration, rights and re
sponsibilities ode, extra, urrit ular at tryities and
way, that student, and stall tan Jim tortes to improve the
`,k httl,i env Ifiltinlf nt
\ (ommutury to.nrie Student,, take an at stye role..



in planning and preparing for all events involving the commu-
nity They ae t as hosts and, wherever possible, as speakers and
c hair persons for in to, mes
Assemblies The oldest of student communication devices is
,u11 one of the most reliable In large hook, assemblies should
he scheduled ot ten for pupils of a "given grade, both for informa-
tion and entertainment Those preferring not to attend should
be permitted to go to class, student cafeteria, or lounge
Homerooms Homerooms provide an excellent opportunity for
administrators and counselors to discuss problems in small
groups An information program through the' homeroom is most

tec twe when it is preplanned
Student publications Publications should he encouraged and
adequately funded Student newspaper and yearbook staffs
might work through local newspapers and Journals in order to
share ind develop information They should develop their on
lournah,rn guidelines establish standards and supervise their
own rank

Conclusior
the commitment to community relations involve, an unleashing

of the communicanons potential within the school that extends to
tat ultv, auxiliary personnel, and students Effective interaction with
the t ommunitx must be act omparved by open communication m
eery segment of the ,i hoot population It must he an integral as-
pet or the orgamiational stru. ture and must continuously focus on
the ,l110101 s problcni,

Behind the ()mq)unit anon, stria tine are the workings of the ad-
ministrators Administrator, orgamie, develop and encourage the
parts. ipation of students teacher, and other school per,onnel



Community Analysis

Fins is the final test of It gentleman his respect fo those who can he of
nu po,sshle seance to hint

Witham L Phelps

In the post-Watergate era, the phrase political power- is often re-
ceived with suspicion and fear We have grown weary of power pol-
itics and scornful of a system that perpetuates privilege and 'deals-
that serve the interests of a selected few.

Nevertheless, at all levels of government and in large organiza-
tions,' tire '?reality of power persists The question of whether power
is desirable is almost irrelevant The fact is that power in the form of
soi Sal and organizational influence exists now and will continue to be
a major factor in government and community

Because we often tend to confuse the mere existence of power with
its misuse, it is important that a working definition be stated. Ac-
cording to Floyd Hunter, power refers to the "acts of men going
about the business of moving other men to act in relation to them-
selves or in relation to organic or inorganic things The definition
assumes that the influence of individuals is relatively limited when
separated from organizations, formal groups, or associations It is
with these organizational entities that the school executive must be-
gin his study of communit), relationships and influence

Purpose of Community Analysis
The school administrator needs to understand the educational phi-

losophy of the community in order to determine whether the com-
inunii aprrove,, or dic.approvt.s of the sk hool program 2 The com-

I F ko1 ;hinter ,?7,,,z4rittv titru. Nee t( hapel Hill N 41. Lnner,Ity of
th ( arol,11,1 Pr, ;I \,

}<Obi P Bullot L 5c hoe! ornwiouty Attitude A nalv.i, for Fdi4.. atIonal Ad
p% Monov,r arb No 7 IC olurnhu% t he (h:o t-qatt. ino.ercity IQSQ)
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munity s understanding of administrator and teacher roles as well as
its receptivity to change and innovat.on also figure 'in community
relations

Of course, there are no clear-cut answers to the questions relating
to community analysis Robert Bullock discovered in one urban dis-
trict that educational philosophy varied in terms of residence, occu-
pation organizational memberships, and the level of formal educa-
tion' The task of the administrator is to both understand the range
of community attitudes. and aspirations and to integrate them into a

viable and acceptable program of action.
The understandable fear of many, educators is that the school will

become a pawn in the larger arena of community politicsin itself a

strong argument for a community analysis program Objective,
partial analysis of the various sources of community power will alert
the school administrator to the possible effects of one organization's
exerting a disproportionate influence on educational decisions

Administrators have often been criticized for introducing politics
into the workings of the se hook However, school administrators
must understand the power status of the community if they are to act
with reference to community standards and values. Involvement in
the community becomes manipulation when administrative decisions
abridge the rights and prerogatives of others This is not to be con-
tused with the school administrator s leadership function of assisting
the community to retlec t its values in formulating educational goals

Basic Assumptions About Communities
'He notion of a monolithic community power structure, although

common, is erroneous The decisions of school boards and adminis-
trations are aftec ted by the external environment, but not in a um-
form manner In discussing the relationship between power and pol-
icy Ralph Kimbrough stated that educational decisionmaking occurs
through the interaction of formally appointed or elected individuals
with the unofficial interest groups that express the special needs of
their constituents

The plurality of power concept is not inconsistent with the social
si !enlist s understanding of the community as a system of systems
A given communitymunicipal, suburban, rural, or any mix there.
of -is Ornp(ed of many different instituticens and organizations
with formal and informal subgroups These groups and subgroups
represent a diversity of needs, interests, goals, and ac tivities

onsequently, community power, unlike the power of a formal
bureaucracy, is neither structurally nor functionally centralized
Among. the variety of separate groups, it is rare that one group will
maintain a i omplc rely dominant position Of equal importance is the
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fact that the values, ideals, and ambitions of the community will re-
flect the range of subsystems within the community Of course, pat-
terns will emerge, but they will very often he nebulous and difficult
to isolate

Although form,a1 and informal groups will exert continuing in-
fluence, the administrator is responsible for ensuring that disparities
in wealth and influence do not result in a pattern of educational poi-
it iv, that exclude the disaffiliated and relatively anonymous members
of the school and community This is a moral and professional man-
date and a necessary condition for long-term stability in the schools
Above all, the administrator must keep in mind that the goal of com-
munity power analysis is to develop a sense of community for the
school distrit t as a whole

Procedure for Community Analysis
Community study is a comprehensive activity that will undoubted-

ly require considerable time and effort on the part of many individ-
uals It should be)lirt of the administration's plan for public corn-
munic,ttion Throughout the, analysis procedure, careful filing and
recording of information is essential Here are some positive steps
st hoot administrators can take as they piece' together the total picture
of the community tea he served

Determination of OrgaiN\ZatIOn eal stru:tur

In addition to structures within the community, reference should
also he made to. important state agencies and to national organi7a-
tion, that haN,c local chapters The record should contain both the
names of the organizations and a brie! indication of their expecta-
tions or positions they may have taken previously on educational
issues A sample list might include

Government groups-hoard of rducati lin, township and county
offices, state hoard of education, and selected state agencies.
Volunteer groups -league of tVomen Voters, NAACP, women's
rights and others
Teachers associations and unions.
Religious groups, Including all numerically significant denom-_.-
incitions
Business groups-Chamber of Comment., farm or manufacturing
associations, investment bankers' groups
A« reddanon groups-NC A, NC ATI
Assoc iations of college teat hers and university professors

Identification tit indwiduaLs Ilan mx dettsion-makuN

T his is a t rue tal step In each of the signifit ant groups, the admin-
istration should know who the influential personalities are, notwith-
standing the for mal strut tun. of the orgarwations involved
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Review of available statistics, records, and docUments.

Perusing public and community records can be very helpful in de-
termining the economic", political, and educational trends in x com-
munity as well as its values and ,ideals.-Board of education minutes,'
economic reports, newsletters of local organizations, and member -
chip rosters, should be collected, studied, and filed.

Within the school system itself, statistics an reveal the relative suc-
cess of the school. Comparisons may be made with adjoining districts.
Current statistical data pertaining to college admissions, employment
success, dropouts, and standardized 'test scores provide a useful in-
formation base in almost any community forum. Of course, as in the
study of any organization, statistics can reveal the relative success
of the school.

Review of the Unitod States Census.

Census reports provide information ielative to sex, race, age, cit-
izenship and place of birth, as well as some more refined breakdowns
such as race by sex, age by race, and other combinations Additional-
ly, information concerning marital status, employment, and income is"
also found in the reports. Census reports can also serve is a basis
for enrollment projection, a critical area of interest to school admin-
istra tors.

Study of the media and press treatment of the schools.

Town and county newspapers should he read continuously, and
relevant articles should be maintained, in a scrapbook' The Admin-
istrator might personally contact newspaper publishers and editors
and lot-al radio and TV commentators to discuss identifiable, problems
and issues. Some determination shouldbe made as, to the educational
philosophy and expectations of media representatives in order to an-
ticipate their positions on school-related problems.5

Study of norms and values.

As indicated previously, the value patterns of most communities
are elusive because of the diversity of their various.-publics There
are two general approaches that might he adopted in meeting this ob-
jective

first. depending on available time and opportunity, a survey might
he developed and distributed. Through random administration of
tested survey instruments, statistically valid inferences mot be drawn
relative to community life (e g , nature of the home, the place of
youth, parent aspirations for their children: general educational lev-
els, acceptance of educational policies and practices). Items in such
a survey should be framed in terms of specific questions that the ad- \

1 KIndred rer,,,nryl Re/ation, (t ng1,1,thi Clitt, N I Prentue Hall,
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mtnibtration feels should be answered. A survey using appropriate
sampling techniques to guarantee an acceptable level of statistical
confidence, need not be a burdensome and unmanageable task.

'Leslie Kindred noted five precautions that should be considered in
conducting a survey and in Interpreting the results:

the general nature of the survey should be explained to the com-
munity in order to prevent distrust or suspicion,
printed materials should be examined carefully for bias that may
distort the survey findings,
steps should be taken to prevent the careless use of information
by members of the survey staff,
requests that material be held in confidence should be respected;
a strictly objective point of view should be maintained in the or-
ganization and treatment of survey findings.6

The general diagnostic survey is not the only -method for assessing
community, attitudes. Survey instruments can be employed fpr such
purposes as measuring reaction to specific educational or community
information programs

A second approach to discerning value trends is to seek the views
of the professional staff in informal interviews or structured work-
shops Teachers and guidance counselors are frequently familiar with
students' family b.ckgrounds and can render fairly accurate assess-
ments.

Action tn the polttical arena

It is necessary for the administrator to maintain high visibility in
the political community if he is to be functional within It. Among'ac-
tions that should be taken on a recurring basis are attendance at
relevant legislative sessions, city council meetings, state department
of .education meetings, and local hearings Throughout these activ-
ities, thv administrator should carefully note the input of citizens and
politicians for later encounters.

Results of Community Analysis
Because-we live in an ageof accelerated social change, thslatus,

power structure, and values of the community are in a constant state
of flux Consequently, community analysis is not a Process that
comes to a logical end, even after prescribed practices have been con-
ducted As wrth the entire public communication effort, the gelf-as-
surance that is based in certainty will always be wanting. In a very
real sense, community analysis can be considered current, but never
complete.

Ideally, the analysis of the community and its'influence structure
will be the cornerstone of the school's communications program. As-
much as possible, the program should provide the school administra-
tor with relible information that can be used in decision making The
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program should indicate the panorama of official organizations and
informal groups whose opinions might influence educational mat-
ters. It should provide accurate information about the various "pub-.
tics"' that are served by the school district. It should determine action
priorities for public communication progr,arns. It should suggest in-

' formation gaps between the public and the schools. Finally, it should
suggest the media and means for communicating with the commu-
nity

issues and Concerns

Con flit;ts between politicians and educators.

One by-product of the community program is the unavoidable in-
teraction' that occurs between politicians and educators. Although
both share a sincere tntergt in community growth and development,
a type of competitive rivalry is,not unlikely-when they are forced to
cooperate on the same problems.

One philosophy provides an interesting contrast between the two
groups in what it teims their divergent "world views." To the ed-
utator, a politician has a 'szhort-term view of the world." He is prag-
matic, overly concerned with votes, and quick to compromise for his
"political fortunes." Furthermore, the educator sees in the politician
an unworkable combination of incomplete information and selective
concern for 'a single ethnic, economic, or sectional, interest. The ed-
ucator also sees a lack of continuity created by the elective process
and what educators (and indeed many others) view as the politician's
arrogance toward anyone who.is not a political equal.

On the other hand, politicians view educators as sanctimonious
idealists who founder in ,generalities and convoluted rhetoric that
usually confuses everyone, including themselves. For all their talk

''- of accountabil,ty, according to the politician, it is the rare educator
who is willing to stand on the results of his effoits.

This thesis is valid inasmuch as both groups tend toward extrertie,
measures in order to accomplish their objectives. We have all heard
of the countless educational experiments that are "doomed to suc-
cess,' and of the underhanded politician who will leave the schools
in shambles if it means a few votes. Most politicians, of course, are
not tricksters, nor are most educators eggheads. The gap can be

%ridged through patience, hard work, and a realistic understanding
of each other's problems and viewpoints.

Differenturl public influence,

There is a real danger in open meetings that the most vocal and
articulate participants will urge thsir special interests upon the ad-
ministration The vast majority may be silent, or more often not even
present Detense of a silent or absent majority can test of the fortitude ,

and resourcefulness of the administration Facts must be presented
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straightfqrwardlv, and persuasive, opinions must-be dealt with in an
analytical and, if necessary, critical fashion.

Some community groups are more aggressive than others concern-
ing school policies. Their higher visibility may easily confuse an ad-
ministrator into overestimating the popular base of a given opinion.
In any event, opinions must be respected, but put into proper per-
spective.

Administrators must develop a healthy and sound ,regard for the
contribution of the professional educator in the community, emen
when that contribution does not ride the crest of popular assump-
tions and beliefs. A school system will crack under rigid and auto-
cratic rule, but it will also founder and dissipate when democratic pro-
t'esses run adrift in a morass of self-serving opinions.

The prcnmicialitg of community.

In the hands of a weak administrator, the school system can be en-
veloped by narrow and unenlightened community views that give
only the appearance of steady educational progress. However, if com-
munities were fully equipped with educational expertise, there would
be no need for school administrators.

Legally, communities control the schools, but administrative lead-
ership is not without influence. School administrators must be as-
sertive, particularly in i:irciimstances where active community groups
oppose planned educational change. Although consensus is an im-
portant objective, there may he situations where the schools must
rise above the community

Can the Spirit of Community Be Achieved?
Some sociologists and educators have come to view the growing

fragmentation of community life as an effect of the social tensions
that have pervaded our nation. These people believe ,that too much
is expected of the schools Schools, they state, are called upon,to de-
velop a -humane society- even when the best efforts of our 'govern-
ment have failed to achieve economic, social, and racial equality.
Since real progress in school-community integration is not possible,
why bother trying to achieve it?

The point of this study is that palpable community integration
with the schools is both possible and in the best interests of long-
term community development In the first place, "community" and
'consensus- are dist:nct concepts, a spirit of community can be de-

veloped even though disagreements exist. The more important con-
dition is that disagreements are channeled through a structure that
wilt guarantee objective and rational consideration of all points of
view

Naturally, the schools can only do their part Cooperation and
commitment are required from other elements in the community as
well 2 2
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Reporting Information

Burke said that there were three estates in Parliament, hut, m the We-
porters' Gallery' yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more important far
than them all

Thomas Carlyle

At an annti41 college informatkin night at- one high school, the
principal was ft reed to delay his Opening remarks because the audi-
torium lighting had to be adjusted, The delay was brief and some 50
or 60 parents who were crowding the corridors quickly filed down the
aisles. After dome perfunctory overtures to boattLmembers in the
audience; the principal decided 16 use the occasion for some remarks
about, the school district's new 'program budgeting system. After a
clear but lengthy discussion, he introduced two of the school's coun-
selors to continue with the program. First he made polite excuses for
the absence of 'his teaching staff from the conference: "You know,
these days of teacher associations and master agreements.. . ."

The counselors' presentation was conducted smoothly. At about
10:15 p.m., the janitors appeared at the side door. One held a broom,'
the other gazed at the clockthe familiar speaker's cue at the school.
The presentation was concluded quickly, and the principal took the
microphone for his conventional summary. As, usual, he was still
asking for questions as the last of the parents exited through the
rear door. The presentation ran a bit late, he reflectql, but at least all
of the information was covered.

The story of college information night at this fictitious school il-
lustrates a major communication problem that can and does occur in
.real schools throughout the country. There is often a wide margin
between what is/said and what is heard. Perceived behavior, person-
ality, and appearance have far more impact than any specific infor-
mation the school administrator may have to convey.

Our hapless principal in our hypothetical situation was obviously
attempting to bUild a castle with dry sand. The parents who attended
his meeting may or may not have learned about college opportunities
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for their youngsters. Surely they learned that planning and commu-
nication were not high among the principal's priorities.

The "come what may- attitude has no place in the communications
program, given the scarcity of time and the inflated cost of even basic
resources. Each aspect of the program must be carefully planned,
and a sincere effort must be made to communicate, "warmth, interest
and concern- to the participants. The commUnication of feeling, as
well as information, should be a guiding principle in the public rela-
tions endeavor.'

Administrators should consider these minimal ingredients in each
interaction with parents and community

A significant message,that will leave the public' with the impres-
sion that their time was well spent.
An orderly presentation of material, in which the most important

/ aspects of the message are emphasized and clearly understood.
A direct communication where the intellectual and interest level
of the community is carefully considered. (Care sitould be taken
to avoid unintentional insults or condescension.)

Inthusiasm about both the material and those to whom the ad-
ministrator is communicating.
Specific, tangible information that the c9mmun;ty cdn think
about and remember.

Personal Contact
Few hard and fast rules exist in community relations. But what has

been termed the -invitatiopal visitation- technique i, .11most always-
/ more effective than more indirect me..ms of relaying information. Per-

sonal contact is time consuming, but in the school, system where com-
munication is a priority, it can be achieved with most parents.

Visits by small groups.

A well-publicved policy of open visitation can be useful in encour-
aging more cooperative Interaction between faculty and parents.
However, since overly aggressive parents may create an annoyance
among staff members, the best approach might be to issue invitations
to structured events For example, administrators might reseive one
day each week for a luncheon with selected groups of parents. Par-
ents of new students could be invited to the school for coffee and a
brief orientation Infoimation sessions could also center on specific
instructional programs, or on achievements of a particular student
group

Evening visits

Flexible time arrangements should be created for teachers, cc4un-
selors, and other personnel to allow for visits at the convenience of

I Ku hard F F di( etn \ re \. t)41 onTunkating Internally' NASSP thIltet
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parenfs. This arrangethent is particularly effective for orientation
programs and contacts with parents who are new to the school corn -
mufiity. Ideally, ,follow -up printed material should be available at the
completion of each of these visi,s, to reinforce,, the aclmnistrabor's
message.

Involvement of parents, students, and administrators in extra-cur-
ricular activities.

School - sponsored events offer an excellent opportunity for. joint
varticioation by adults and adolescents. Faculty sponsors of the var-
ious activities should eneoutate interested adults in the community
to partfrioate

Telephone cammunit.Afioor,

The most c-.3nsistent and justifiable complaint among concerned
parents is that iileOmne inquiries are either put oil or forgotten by
school pe.sonnei Phone calls !should be follovied up promptly and
courteously. Moreocer, personnel should be reminded that for many
parents, a phone call is the only means of contact with educational
authorities.

School tours:

Tours are best arranged for small groups that share similar inter-
ests. They Lotice, curricolar developments, use of uipment
arid facilires. or new programs and activities. Film, filmstrips, film
cartridges, videotapes. audiotapes, and slides can be useful and ef-
fective adjuncts to the school tour.

Speeches
gratoricaiskill and executive talent ircschool administration do not

go hand in hand. Unfortunately, however, the overworked public
address is an experience that the school administrator can anticipate
in almost every phase of his career. Since the prevalent suspicion is
that a- poor speech is worse than none at all, care must be taken to
ensure that successful communication is achieved. The following
suggestions can help principals improve their speaking skills.

Preliminary planning

A minimum of planning is absolutely necessary. No strengths can
compensate for the weakness of not knowing 'a subject well Similar-
ly. understanding the audience will make it possible tbi direct the
speech to common qualities or interests of the group

Use of a speaker's booklet

Excerpts' from school policy statements, district goals, educational
philosophy, curriculum guides, or other previously successful
speeches tan he compiled into a booklet it should be updated peri-
odically with current facts and statistics
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Use of a speech deck.

/These earths would contain concise statements or quotes for recur-
ring speeches (such as graduation, career night, back-ter--khool
night). The cards might also refer to journals, books, and other li-
brary references that could be consulted for additional information
on important topics.

Selective assignment of speakers.

If at all possible, dull or incoherent speakers should not be con-
sidered. ,Often, the presence of a specific staff administrator is not
crucial for a given speaking engagement. Although no one will im-
prove without practice, the school community should not be a labor-
atory for development of speaking skills.

Use of visual auts7-7---

Visual aids are useful for maintaining audience interest and for
reinforcing the more significant aspects of the speaker's message.
However, they should be employed discreetly to embellish the speak-
er's central purpose rather than to dominate his delivery.

Written Report Forrds
Despite the need to maintain high visibility and personalized com-

munication, administrators are continuously required to report to par-
ents, students, and community in writing In all written communica-
tion, the, most elusive variable is -tone,- that which the reader inftrs
when he reads "between the lines. Unlike the speaker, the writer
cannbt repeat for emphasis, explain if misunderstood, oetespond im-
mediately to the recipient's initial reaction. Therefore, clarity of mes-
sage is critical

School newsletters

Newsletters should be prepared periodically to inform the public of
ongoing school activities. They should be attractive in appearance,
and friendly and open in style They should urge personal 'inquiry
regarding points of interest or matters that r( quire clarification.

Program reports.

Too often the results of innovative programs are reserved for ad-
ministrative councils and boards of education. The assumption that
the public lacks the professional or technical acumen necessary for
understanding educational programs is botb inappropriate and in-
accurate. An effort must be made to communicate hard data concern-
ing learning activities in the school. Judicious use of interesting
graphs, figures, and other illustrations will attract and maintain read-
er interest 2 ti
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School calendar. #
i school calendar of important activities and events is helpful In

alerting parents ti forthcoming events. It should be,mailect home dur-
ing the summei preceding the academic year, or during the first week
of school4 n Sep bet

Organizational handbooks,

Parents and students should have direct access to the written pol-
icies, procedures, and regulations that govern the workings of the
school, In addition to course offerings, handbooks sheiild describe
extracurricular offringC-ind school.policy- regarding student rights
and responsibilities

Letters

Letters constitute the most consistently misused form of written
communication with the public. Technical terminology should be
paraphrased for the non-specialized reader, and letters shc.micl be re,
viewed for phrases that might convey imprecise meanings or a tone of
insincerity and disinterest. Form letters should be avoided unless
their use is dictated by c( nstraints of time and finances.

Reporting-Through Media
Martin Seiden makes a very critical distinction between two basic

attitude9 that politicians and public servc its are likely to nurture
regarding mass media First, -that the public is Tai !cable because it
accents .vvhaj it is told.- Second. '. that it sits: in judgment on the
info' rnAtio'n it receives and uses it to form its opinions."2 The former,
more elitist 'attitude, aims at molding public opinion through artful
dissemination of selective; information, thereby misleading the public
with misrepresented facts

:Though some individuals will be easily persuaded by a one-sided
stream of public- information, we should not assume that the majority
of the public is unaware of the quality of its news stories. Conse-
quently it is important to emphasize the need for honesty and candor
between school officials and representatives of the press, radio, and
television

The media ir,tormation program is enhanced by preliminary or-
ganization and by recognition of several fundamental administrative
practices regarding eget live communication

Development of a olo, and programs taltmdar

The calendar could be useful to the principal in organwing infor-
mation tonterning newsworthy events on a chronological basis For
example the Jast week in. August might teatur stories on new courses

, n ts t .11 ". *Or \ in
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aea services, beginning teachers, or graduates going to college. The
page fear, September would contain announcements of enrollment, fig-
ures. anticipated extra class activities and trips, Labor Day programs,
and special programs Later in the year. announcements about con=
mencement, school plays, and concerts could appear along with re-
ports of parentteacher advisory councils and curriculum committees
The calendar should be extended and modified each year a4cording to
changing education,-.1 'developments and information needs and desires
of the community

Underitanding the newsperson's point ,of view

The reporter and the educator may often disagree as tip what con-
stitutes newsworthy information Reporters and editors would be hard
pressed to publish the large volume cif inforrhation that is likely to
appear in their day-to-day pursuit of relevant and significant.news.

According to Fine and Ander.,:on, editors judge information about
school or c in the context of the following queStions A

is it timely?
Is tt important'
l it newsworthy'
Is it written in good newspaper styl'
Is it broad:. ,

Is it of general enough Interst''

Use of an "open- school policy

The open door should apply to newsperson as well as staff and
students Although the open door practice is a constraint on the ad-
ministrator s time and routine, it is unlikely the the media person
will take unfair advantage Press inquiries about various .school sys-
tein programs should not he hampered by censorship or artificial bu-
reaucratic, controls In fait, all but confidential records should be
open to press perusal

Allowance for timely news releases

Administrators must recognise that all news is perishable, and that
timely dissemination is critical The news calendar can be a valuable
asset in this regard

Icurturante of a cooperative, prodUl true relationship

Most important of all is the relationship that is cultivated" with
media representatives The administra'tor's open attitude will be more
credible if a deliberate *Atoll is made to keep news personnel informed
about school ac twine% and or-gam/animal changes Occasional in-
tormal pre, ,onternce, will allow news people to be more comfort.
able and canal in the ,A hoed setting

4 tieniatrt m,1 i ,. nni he 'TO. I idII0,110,.ei`f ./n.7 the Pres.
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Conclusion
The information reportmg"system is a vital aspect of the school

administrator s quest for a spirit of community among the publics
he serkes. A well informed public can act decisively to assist the ad-
ministration in addressing any range of complex organizational prOb-
lems Broader and mice serious community participation in school af-
fairs is a valid and predictable outcome of a =sound and thorough in.,
forraation program.

It is Imperative that ne,public information program be based on
community .needs as manifested by analysis. Openness on the part
of administrators cannot be confused with artlessness in the commu-
nications effort. Administrators must be careful first to pinpoint their
message; second, to select the audience to whom this message should
be communicated, third, to select the proper medium for delivery of
the message; and fi,nally, to apply communications principles and
techniques that are appropriate to the medium and that will achieve',
the desired effects

A positive poky of public information is the first. critical step to-
ward more creative methods of active community involvement.
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Community Involvement

'Tis educatiOn forms the common mind:
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined.

Alexander Pope

As with all educational-inhovations, there is a chance or risk factor
when the community relations program progresses beyond mere in-
formation sharing to actual community involvement. Certainly, the
stakes are high, and mismanaged community involveMent is prob-
ably worse than none at all. Unplanned or poorly planned commu-
nity activity can easily lead to mishaps ranging from faculty con-
fusion, poor problem identification, and ineffectual decision making,
to frustration and fury on the part of hapless parents and admin-
istrators whose expected achievements flounder.

But the prospect of success is worth the risk and the effort, since
the possibility for achieving an integrated school-community spirit
lies in the balance. For the achievement of "community," good inten-
tions are not enough. Key administrators in the school system must
hold consistently to practices that reflect their beliefs and their ap-
proach to management.

The, first and most basic assumption is a democratic, participatory
model of administration that prizes the freedom of each community
participant to render opinions on the direction of the educational en-
terprise. We cannot convince others of the power of individuality and
freedom by doubting it ourselves.

Second, if schools are to impart the skills'of life, educational man-
agers must understand the impact of change in the twentieth century.
The requirements of skill attainment in modern society have gone
beyond the capacity of the,school specialist. The resources of indus-
try, government, and the community must be tapped. Educators who
claim exclusive competence in teaching and learning will restrict and
provincialize public education at a time,aen broad participation is
sorely needed.

Finally, those who exercise their right to criticize education should
be made to realize their obligation to help fashion the means of im-
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proving the circumstances they deplore) Rather than tolerate a nag-
ging critic on the periphery of the school organization, the astute ad-
ministrator will insist upon responsible participation and construc-
tive thought and action

involvement Through Citizen Councils
Advisory groups and citizen 'Councils are often advocated but,

unfortunately, are frecnaently only superficially understood. In the
use of such groups, administrative leadership can make the difference
between success and failure.

The need for focus

The purpose of an advisory group mist be delineated when the
group is formed. This is the first and me ikt essential ingredient of
ad.ainistrative leadership. Individuals "need to know from the be-
ginning just what they are supposed to do, as well as the limits of
their participation."2 Corrections at this juncture are less likely to re-
sult in frustration and a loss of confidence.

Individual motivation for council membership is often at variance
with the purposes of ichool administrators. The objective of partic-
ipation may involve economy, lower taxes, or even censorship of
books and instructionalkmaterials. For this reason, it must be stated
at the outset that the single purpose of involvement is the improve-
ment of the school and its instructional programs Any other focus of
the group is.really beyond its purview and is likely to create more
problems than it solves

Council objectives.

The objectives of community councils will vary from district to
district, and should be related to needs that are apparent from the
community analysis and that are indicated in the communication
plan. In general, their efforts may be directed to three areas.

First, community councils can gather and evaluate data in order to
clarify district needs and enhance public understanding Second, .they
can assist the administration by offering recommendation's that will
have public respect and confidence These recommendations will be
communicated to others and will be publicized by mas, media.' Third
and most important, the councils' efforts may be instrumental in
stimulating a sense of public responsibility for the support and im-
provement of the schools. By expressing a cross-section of commu-
nity thought, the groups can become a symbol of a united public
will, thereby increasing the likelihood that others will also .want to
participate in school-related activities

t Cmrdon Nit( loidt.ev Liut afro'? acrd Pahhe Linder,taridi,N INew York Harper &
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Cautions.
6

Bycarefully considering objectives and maintaining focus, the ob-
vious pitfalls of council activity can be avoided. It is essential in the
beginning to secure-and maintain full cooperation on the part of the
board of education, and other members of the administration. They
should agree to the goals and potential value of the group:,

Rudimentary information sessions' for/citizen groups -ire essential.
These meetings should clarify the role-and responsibility .of the board,
administration, and facUlty. They . might also review the legal pre-
rogatives of other elements of the educational organization -and spec-
ulate on the consequences of infringi9g on those prerogatives.

Membership

The most important criterion for membership on a council is a rec-
ognition that decision making and fact finding Lio'hand in hand. De-
cisions cannot be made without hard work. Council members must
be willing to devorc time to the collection and analysis of data,and
participate in the rigorous discussion that is required before a fully
informed decision can be rendered.

Persons who have specific informational needs or who are likely
to be affected by council decisions and recommendations should be
included on the council. In this respect, community analysis is again
an extremely useful tool in ensuring that proper contacts have been
made and that potentially interested parties have at least been in-
vited to participate 4

Group organization.

5ustaining group interaction provides.11 challenge to the mediation
skills of the administrator The social variables of the group must be
considered age, interests, professional training, and cultural and
ethnic backgrounds Moreover, attention must be given to the normal
process of group development and the fact that individual styles of
communiiation normally vary An effort should be made to assist
the less aggressive group member, and to control the glib, dominat-
ing leader who might dodge basic issues in'order to promote the latest
fad.

Generally, the interest and attraction of the group will be main-
tained-only through administrative leadership and organization. The
administrator s task with any council is to guide interaction through
three basic levels of development In the involvement level, individual

ry and group purposes are deified. It is important at this state that in-
dividuals become comfortable with each other and that a trusting re-
lationship is established

One a team ',pint has been formed in the council, the working
level is entered. At this level, the group considers alternatives to spec-
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'fled problems it must save It is essential at this level that each in-
dividual recognize his own predilections regarding basic' problems
and c,.mserit to examine data and derive conclusions independently.

Since the council is estabWied to study specific problems, it is only
logical that it result in definitive recommendations for school policy
or practice At the recommendation stage, the group should prepare
its conclusions and ensure that they have a factual foundation and
the representation of the "entire group. These recommendations
should be shared with school' authorities and released to the general
public!

Group development

ft is the administrator s responsibility to guide the group through
the working level and increase the motivation and capacity of mem-
bers for effective interaction and problem solving. The administrator
is an energizer, he prods, stimulates, and arouses greater activity and
ahigher quality of individual and group performances

The following are ways in which the school administrator can ef-
fect greater group productivity:

By aggressively seeking and providing information, offering
authoritative facts and generalizations, clarifying values;
By elaboratiig spelling out suggestions, and providing illu,tra-
tions,

*By coordinatingsynthesizing group opinion, pointing out the
relationships among ideas and suggestions;
By assisting 'with group procedures, expediting performance of
routine tasks such as recording and distributing materials,
By supporting individual participationincreasing solidarity by
praising and showing interest in the contribution of each group
member,
By setting standards, constantly examining the quality of ideas
against standards such as logic, practicality, utility, and rel-
evance,
By managing conflict, taking necessary steps to ensure that the
group does not become stymied by meaningless argument.

Involvement of Vo!unte,ers
The potential value of a volunteer program cannot he overlooked

by a school administrator who is interested in expanding the school's
public communication base The volunteer program is more than a
channel to the community. it can also release teachers from non-
teaching chores, enabling them to assist in seeking new and creative
learning strut tures

The activities of volunteers are limited only by their own efforts
and the willingness of administrators to experiment and capitalize on
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their abs ilities and interests. Clerical tasks such as typing, correctingi ,
pipers, alio maintaining attendance records are typical "volunteer
activities.

However, a more active role- for the volunteer worker has been im-
plemented in some school districts. Individuals with specialized skills
in foreign languages, math) or science are encouraged to work with
students on an individual, tutorial basis. Others, ith nursing or
paraprofessional medical experiene, can be of grey value to the
school health staff. Because of their familiarity with community re-
sources, volunteers can also be enthusiastic project plannrs for ed-
ucational trips and extended student field ivork.

The New Providence school district in .New Jersey has piloted a
well-organiz&I model entitled the Volunteer Aide Program. A part=
time project aide leader is responsible for establishing qualifications,
inventorying individual skills, interviewing, and assigning respon-
sibilities. The program is enhanced by structured orientation ac-
tivities and evaluation.*

To achieve optimal success from a volunteer program, adminis-
trators should consider the tollowing guidelines:

A project director should plan wilunteer activity- around specific
school needs. Duplication of effort should be avoided.
Allocation of tasks should be commensurate with individual abil-
ity. Care must be exercised to ensure that aides are not given re:-
sponsibilities that are beyond their level of competence.
Volunteers should be given full and proper orientation, espec-
ially when their responsibilities involve the management of stu-
dents. . .

The contribution of volunteers should be recognized through
school media and in official administrative and board meetings.
Professional time saved as a result. of volunteer activities should
be used wisely.

Curriculum Experience in the Community
For too long in public education, the community experience has

been an adjunct rather than a vital, integrated aspect of total student
learning. For too long we have used a tiny lens in estimating school-
community possibilities, and the result has been .a narrow focus. Con-
sider the limitations of industrial or business education that takes
place only within the walls of school buildings. The weight of tradi-
tion is heavy, and it can only be eased by imagination and assertive-
ness on the part of educational administrators.

The value of integrating the community and educational experience
has been recognized for some time. In 1963,, James Jones recom-
mended more active utilization of community institutions, services,
and processes with a wide range of objectives to include "vocational,

n [Alward M Si.hmidt The Volunteer Aide Program in New Providence,' The Ad-
nuni,trator Quarterly, Spring 1Q75 pp 10-12
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social, citizenship, leisure, cultural, agrkultural, health and guid-
aince."7

The stumbling block in recent years seems to be that educators
have applied more rhetoric than action to the potential role of com-
munity in enhancing the curriculum. The key step is recognition of
one basic, operative principle: that the community should be con-
sidered an extension of the curriculum, a basic element in the same
sense as classrooms, books, and other instructional resources.

Model programs.

Significant gains have been made in the last decade in business and
career education. This is because administrators and teachers have
carefully highlighted program objectives and- matched community
resources to student needs. Consequently, on-the-job training, co- -(7r--

operative work experience, and other career education projects have
developed and thrived.

Th6 example of career education has been emulated in the develop-
ment of other inghly creative educational experiences with consider-
able potential for firming the bond between school and community.
One example is, the Yosemite Park Institute, which was created for
high school students and faculty interested in ecology. The Yosemite
staff consists of park employees and leaders from the Carey Com:
pany, a group of government,- academic, add business professionals.
The Institute provides one-week seminars on various environmental
issues. During regular school time, students are given "stimulating
educational experiences directed toward improvement of environmen-
tal programs and ethics." When they ieturn to the high school, stu-
dents share their expeTiences with the general student body.11

'Another innovative school-community cooperative program was
recently undertaken by the Cinnaminson (N.J.) School District under
the aegis of the biecutive High School Internship Program, based
in New York ,City The Executive-- Internship Program enables high
school juniors and seniors to spend a full semester with a senior of-
ficial in government, an educational or cultural Institution, a private
civic agency, an agency providing direct services to community res-
idents, or some other organization with broad public interest. Exec-,
utive Interns work with judges, commissioners, administrators of
government agencies, business executives, television producers and
directors," newspaper and magazine editors, hospital administrators,
and museum curators.

The Executive Internship Program is broadly educational. It in-
troduces students to the ways that executives and managers function
as decision 'Akers in an organizational setting. In addition, students
learn how they themselves can function effectively in an 'organiza-
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tion. Interns refine their social and intellectual skills by -relating to a
variety of adults, writing -reports, becoming precise in their analyses.
of policy issues, organizing community -based programs, and actively
initiating their own learning experiences. They gain specific know
ledge about budget, personnel admMis`tration, organizational devel-
opment, program planning and implementation, delivery of services
to clients, and the assessment of program results and policies.

In the process, Executive Interns can, also explore possible career
options and help to serve the community. They become valuable re-
sources to their high -schools because of their first-hand knowledge
about policy development, management, service delivery, and the
world of employment. Through their many contacts, Interns can
help teacher.; and administrators relate to various ,government agen-
cies and organizations and understand private industry.° '-

Some of the most creative community-based educational projects
were reported by the National Association pf Secondary Schoo) Prin-
t Ipals' Wingspread Conference in 1974. Project Impact, set in the
small, rural town of Hoffman, Minn aims to enhance student un-
aerstanding of community institutions and encourage_ them to give
of theinselve,, by assisting younger children and mentally retarded
adults. Approximately 60 students participate directly in tutoring,
teaching, and visiting in an elem,ntary school, a home for retarded
adults, and a 'nursing home They are supervised by regular and spe-
cial education staff, and their experiences are reinforced once they
have returned to their classroom.") :

In Lansing, Mich., efforts are being undertaken on a regional level
to provide accredited learning experiences in the community at large.
A health careers exploration program provides students from several
area high schools with lectures and seminars "featuring doctors,
nurses, hospital administrators, etc Qne high school in the city has
teamed up with other schools to offer a program in metropolitan
studies which has students from both districts working on site with
government agencies, social service groups and so on.-"

Program characteristics.

it is apparent from the preceding discussion that there has not yet
developed a single, acceptable definition of the community-based
curriculum. The scope and objectives of the programs are limited only'
by the imagination of those who initiate and implement them. Never-
theless, the programs have characteristic features that reflect sound
educational principles

Community-based programs normally involve a substantial 'de-

9 Lee °het porletter and 12(ibert. Byrne, het. utive High St hool Internship ICtnnamtn-
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gree of independent study, wherein the learning activity is largely
motivated by the learner's own aims and rewarded in terms of its
intrinsic values. . .
The programs represent a break from traditional secondary
school instructional*practices in utilizing the services of teachers
and other professionals primarily as resourc for the learner.
The programs are mainly "quest type.- Thy emphasize explora-
tion, extension, and refinement of study aptitudes and inter-
ests that may or may not be related to caree choices.
The programs provide a unique opportunity for student appre-
ciation and appraisal of the communities that the schools serve.
The learning experiences result in critical and analytical inde-
pendent thinking that is focused on real world problems z.nd is-
sues.

Administrative considerations.

For the administrator of a community-based curriculum a high
level of coordination, leadership, and management skill is required.

Faculty -and administration will need to cooperate in the identi-
fication of community learning sites. Liaison and communication
become increasingly important,. ,

Staff development through workshops, sensitivity sessions, and
general inservice training is required in order to motivate teach-
ers to implement community-based projects.
Staff selection must account for community awareness and
greater interpersonal skill among potential teachers.
Pupil evaluation, procedures must be revamped to account for
these action-learning activities. Methods should be devised for
granting full or partial credit for learning accomplished in the
community.

Increasing Parent Involvement
The burden of parent-school interaction is invariably shouldered

by an enthusiastic but shrinking group of parents and educators. In-
creased parental pressure in the schools depends on an accurate diag-
nosis of those adults who prefer to be uninvolved in the learning of
their children. The School Management Institute of Westerville,
Ohio, has developed a theoretical framework that suggests four types
of parents who traditionally remain aloof from school life: the ap-
athetic, the hostile, the shy, and the preoccupied.

To the apathetic parent, the child's life in school is relatively un-,
important. The responsibilities of schooling, and parenthood are
viewed as separate and distinct. In attracting this group to the school,
it is necessary for educators .o meet the parents on their own terms
by responding to their interests and needs. Through social functions
and special interest classes, the parents may become familiar with the
school, its personnel, and its educational program.

Hostile parents are self-appointed critics who denounce school
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programs on the basis of selective information. Such parents require
a forum for expression of their views,groun interaction with trained
administrators and counselors can lead to' more improved communi-
cation through understanding.

Such a program was recently conducted in the Sewanhaka school
4istnct on Long Island. Parents were offered group counseling to
sensitize them to the complexities of adolescent development, so that-,
positive action could be taken to assist the youngsters in their ac-
ademic and social progress." A sequential program was planned in-
volving discussion topics such as the teenager and his social sur-
roundings, the teenager's view of himself, the effect of authority,
com,petition, and rejection, and methods of reinforcing positive 4elf-
trpage among young people. The program was successful as a plan-
ned intervention technique involving home and school in meeting
specifit needs in the areas of socializat;on, discipline, and achieve
ment

The shy and preoccupied parents are perhaps the most difficult
to deal with Shy parents avoid the school because of an anticipated
feeling of discomfort They may want to know more, but they are
afraid to ask. Preoccupied parents are more concerned with their,own
problems and circumstances. For these parents, mere invitations are
not enough. The school must be made to be a vital place, and involve-
ment must be rewarded.

Several have been found successful in increasireg paren-
tal involvement. First, these is no better motivation than the home
visit, parents are then not only invited, but led to the schoolhouse
door. When a home visit is impossible, the school district can be sep-
arated into zones of responsibility for given groups of administrators,
counselors, or teachers. Visits are thtn made to community centers,
local stores, and churches in order to seek the parents in their own
environment In the case of parents who are preoccupied with their
own circumstances, school ,personnel may be able to offer both em-
pathy and assistance. Under the best conditions, the parents will view
the educators as allies, and reciprocate by visiting and helping the
school

Conclusion
School-community relationships can be analyzed according to four

basic views, ranging from a highly traditional separation of school
and community to a more creative modei of united activity and pur-
pose.

The first view separates the function of the school and community
entirely The former is for learning, the latter for living. A s7cond
view allows for a degree of overlap, although there is a basic belief
that the curriculum need not coincide with the community and ,its

12 Robert Byrne Parent Urnup Inter.), non An Applt( tion of Tale I Fundy The
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aspirations. Both of these views are conventional and conservative,
and allow for minimal and selective communication between the
school and the taxpayers it serves.

According to the third view, the school is a small circle within a
larger, community circle. It is responsible to the community and fa-
cilitates its objectives trough educational programs. Finally, in the
school of the future, the small circle breaks out to the point where
it is impossible to determine where the community and school begin
and end. The school becomes a community building, an education
center wherein all people are both teachers and learners.

Hopefully, this type of *community school, involving total integra-
tion of programs and services, will be the model of educational excel-
lence for the second half of the "twentieth century. Then the quest for
unified school.cummunity action and the spirit of community will
have keen .' hieved.
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